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THE TASTE OF WATER
Mark Durden

In one of his later essays, on Ansel Adams
and published in 2001, John Szarkowski— the
former head of the photography department
at New York’s Museum of Modern Art, and one
of the most powerful figures in photography—
said how: “The simplest and most common
experience— the taste of water, let us say—
has not yet been communicated in words or
pictures, and most of us do not expect this
breakthrough soon. Yet we might agree that
our arts are at bottom an effort to do this— to
give objective form not to our ideas but to our
visceral knowledge.” Giving form to experience,
our visceral knowledge, was integral to what
Szarkowski valued as good photography. We
can, he says, again in his essay on Adams,
“describe an idea more precisely than an
experience.”
Szarkowski, as his writings make clear,
championed a certain kind of photography—
fit for purpose, un-embellished, non arty.
Walker Evans’s photographs, straight,
unassuming, preoccupied with the
commonplace and vernacular, were of key
importance to the curator and in many sense
define his taste; for all curators are partial and
partisan, no matter how powerful their position.
Szarkowski valued photography in distinction
6

from painting (Pictorialism was anathema),
illustrative commercial photography and
also, importantly, in distinction from the
documentary tradition. In an interview in
the mid 1980s, Szarkowski spoke about how
he thought the documentary tradition had
become “leaden” and “boring” by the 1960s.
Documentary was dismissively likened to
“sloganeering”. Such a stance explains why
at the heart of the political turbulence of the
events of the 1960s in the USA, Szarkowski’s
1967 MoMA show, New Documents, offered
in its place the work of three relatively
unknown photographers (Lee Friedlander,
Diane Arbus and Garry Winogrand), work
that looked not simply outside but also drew
from the world within. Arbus’s pictures, as
he later said, were a more powerful register
of the psychic shock of Vietnam than its best
photoreportage. Winogrand’s 1977 MoMA
show, Public Relations, described how media
impacted upon events— a series of detached
and wry observations of people amidst rallies,
marches, protests and parties. Such pictures
of news events were without the clear rhetoric
and message-bound characteristic of news
photographs. Instead, many of his pictures
responded to the human situations and
behaviours that remained apart and separate

from their orchestration and choreography as
legible media events— Winogrand’s brilliant
1969 photograph, for example, showing that
over self-satisfied smile on the face of Mayor
John Lindsay, sitting on a bench in Central
Park, surrounded by both press and adulators.
Szarkowski’s critique of message-driven and
idea rather than experience-led photography
has value and relevance. Especially when it
is considered in relation to photography’s
current and continued devaluation as a picture
within social media. Photography lends itself
to printed matter, it appears close to writing
and text, but it is different and distinct. Within
social media, the photographic image, reduced
in size and distributed with speed, becomes
primarily a communicative and messagedriven form. It is no longer as a medium in the
modernist sense that we begin to understand
photography through reading Szarkowski— a
medium as a unique and distinctive picture
form, which looks and behaves in a certain
way. Photography instead has itself become
a medium in the sense of something through
which things pass, the medium understood as
a carrier, a conduit. It was this very reduction
that Susan Sontag had presciently realised in
her essays from the 1970s, collected together in

her 1977 book On Photography. Photography
was for her not art because it was a medium,
it reproduced art and it obliterated art in the
process, making it part of mass media.
The digital has signalled not the death but
the expansion of photography, photographic
image forms are more pervasive, they now
saturate both public and private spaces, from
billboard to smart phone. In this climate,
contemporary photography can take two
paths— either mirror that image culture, mime
its language and forms, or proffer something
different to it. And here we are back to the
difficulty Szarkowski’s quote presented us with
at the outset: how such a simple and common
experience as the taste of water has not yet
been communicated in literature or art. But
this nevertheless seems to be the greater
and more exciting challenge today— to make
photographs that come closer to the wildness,
illegibility and contradictory realm of our
“visceral knowledge”.
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‘HEY,YOU THERE!’
Paul Tebbs

Following the protests in Europe in 1968, the
philosopher Louis Althusser wrote a short
text entitled ‘On Ideology’ in which he argues
that various Ideological State Apparatus (for
example the church, the political system,
and culture) function to generate a human
subject who willingly accepts their subjection
and economic exploitation. Their willingness
tobe subjected arises seemingly naturally
within them. (The recent rise in protest
across the world has seen a re-examination
of Althusser’s thought).
In a fascinating section of the book, Althusser
equates the ideological interpellation of the
subject with the act of hailing. He states,
‘...the hailed individual will turn round.
By this mere one-hundred and eighty degree
physical conversion, he becomes a subject....
[he] turns around, believing/suspecting/
knowing that it is for him, i.e. recognising that
‘it really is he’ who is meant by the hailing...
The existence of ideology and the hailing or
interpellation of individuals as subjects are one
and the same thing.’

and turning towards your beckoner?
And who might the un-hailed be? And what
does a counter-hail look and feel like? It should
be stressed that we are hailed in many different
ways, not least by and through images.
The history of photography’s agency within the
politics of ‘hailing’ is certainly complex, and at
times one must say, dark.
Art and politics are similar in that both are
often concerned with a struggle for recognition.
The desire for recognition being so essential
to being human, that, according to Hegel,
everyone will risk their life to obtain it. But we
don’t need a philosopher to tell us this. Many
of the works presented here are concerned
with recognition. Recognition being, one might
argue, of a different order and temporality
within subject formation to ‘hailing’.
What each student on this Photography MA
brings to photography is a mode of personal
search, through which, both recognition and a
mode of visual hailing are potentially manifest.
Indeed, ‘Hey, you there!’

How do we understand this ‘turn round’?
What do we move from and to in this 180º turn?
What is the difference between turning away
8
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GRANT ARCHER
Gibraltar is located on the southern tip of the
Iberian Peninsula and at 6.5km² is the smallest
overseas territory to fall under the jurisdiction
of the United Kingdom. This project aims to
create a portrait of Gibraltar that goes beyond the
preconceptions usually held about the territory.
It follows the artist’s personal experiences of the
territory and attempts to look at more than just
the geopolitical situation usually associated with
the location.
12

www.grantarcher.co.uk
granttonyarcher@hotmail.com
07969310215

top
Untitled (Gibraltar)
opposite page clockwise
Untitled (Gibraltar)
Untitled (Gibraltar)
Untitled (Gibraltar)
Untitled (Gibraltar)
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ANA AVENDAÑO

anaavend@gmail.com
07561332368

Carmela is a folkloric character of my country,
Chile. A cultural representation of a peasant girl
that moves from the countryside to the city, used
by me as a metaphor to represent the voyage of
an artist from the ‘periphery’ to European cultural
centres in order to get the recognition of artists.
The journey seen as an unequal transaction can be
offset by the fact that I return home with a bag full
of cultural souvenirs.
14
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LAURA HELEN BROWN

laura-helencb@hotmail.com
07790398945

A Traditional House
The family album is a key principle of western
culture and society, though I consider it is mostly
a constructed and false sense of reality. It records
what society deems to be the proudest and
happiest moments of our lifetime. We only seem to
document family holidays, birthdays, graduations
and weddings. These images do not seem to be
deeply personal but convey a psychological and
16

social need to fit in within society, to portray our
family’s ‘success’. I have modelled a traditional
house out of found and forgotten family images to
highlight and confront this artificial reality.
What is behind the images?
Where is death, angst, passion?
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DAVID BRU

www.davidbru.com
davidbru.contact@gmail.com

Disreality
Whilst living a long-distance relationship with
a continuous change of place, a feeling of
strangeness along with nostalgia, injects a kind
of rareness into the ordinary. Everyday things,
usually perceived as familiar by the couple,
suddenly become unsettling. The pictures
illustrate a different range of moods, the majority
about fear and a melancholic perception of my
18

surroundings. The title makes reference to the
concept of disreality, as mentioned by Barthes,
when two lovers are apart: “a sentiment of
absence and withdrawal of reality experienced
by the amorous subject, confronting the world”.

opposite page
Blue hands
above
Moving sheets
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MINERVA DE CARVALHO

www.minerva-carvalho.net
minerva.carvalho@gmail.com

Envisioning Absence
from top
contact no.4
contact no.3
contact no.2
opposite page
contact no.1
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Envisioning Absence came out of my fascination
with the virtual environments and representations
of Earth offered by so called “virtual globes”.
A virtual globe is a detailed representation
of Earth, generated automatically by the
accumulation of satellite images; it is therefore
an autonomous world. Building a relationship
between the autonomy of the virtual globe with

the idealisation of a world devoid of human
presence, I position myself as an outsider to it and
wander virtually, in search for landscapes. I make
direct imprints from my screen of the landscapes I
‘discover’, and in so doing, explore contradictions
between the digital and immaterial nature of
these virtual representations with the gesture and
materiality of the analogue photographic process.
21

BEN CAVE

www.bencave.net
ben@bencave.net

Invasives
This body of work focuses on plants that have
been categorised as invasive non-native species.
All were introduced to the British Isles for
ornamental use in the 18th and 19th centuries.
Referencing landscape and still life traditions,
this work examines our relationship with flora
and the natural world.
22

above
Heracleum Mantegazzianum, Giant Hogweed I
opposite page
Invasive Arrangement
(Fallopia japonica, Impatiens glandulifera
and Rhododendron ponticum.)
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LEON CHEW

www.leonchew.co.uk
hello@leonchew.co.uk

Action - Object
Combining performance, drawing and sculpture,
this project is concerned with the notions of
labour, work and action in the context of the
production and consumption of the art object.
In this the first iteration of the project, I have used
photography as a filter by which research and
performance manifest as drawings and ultimately
sculpture. The drawings shown as absurd
24

instructional diagrams, echoing IKEA reference
manuals supplied with flat-pack furniture, are
contrasted with a sculpture of sleek painted
aluminium, alluding to, among other things,
corporate business architecture. Both works
are derived from the same set of photographs,
triggering questions of value, use and commodity.

opposite page
Work - Yellow
above
Labour - Blue
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CLAIRE CLUTTERBUCK
Competitive Start
I am interested in the perceived need in English
culture for competition and comparison.
This body of work focuses on the fine line in
children’s competitive sport of, on the one hand,
instilling ambition, self-confidence and ‘how to play
the game’ and, on the other, planting the seed of
future feelings of inadequacy and insecurity as self
worth is set up to be dependent on what others
26

www.claireclutterbuck.com
claire.clutterbuck@gmail.com
07515423664

achieve. This can create tension in the individual
and lead to feelings of what Alain de Botton (2004)
has described as Status Anxiety.
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KATYA DE GRUNWALD

www.katyadegrunwald.com
katya@degrunwald.com

Fold, unfold
Fold, unfold is both elegy and rumination on a
fractured sense of belonging and the uncertainty
of ‘role’.
Using metaphor and symbolism to weave threads
of consistency through the series, and combining
the traditions of still life with landscape, the
photographs work in juxtaposition, each one
28

informing and affecting the others in the sequence.
I am also interested in the silences that exist in
between the images, the imaginary commas, or
pauses that permeate and allow the series to
breathe. Whilst the work portrays a peculiar sense
of loss, it oscillates between the ambiguous and
the unexplained.

opposite page
Plate
above from left
Tablecloth
Three Trees
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ANDREA DICENZO

www.andreadicenzo.com
andreadicenzo@gmail.com

Missed
Cities can be disconnected, fragmented
environments. These photographs are images of
people living in New York and London that have
posted on the online personal website
Craigslist.com, in the sub-section of Missed
Connections. There has been an emergence of
online platforms for these sort of occurrences,
where two people come into contact but are
30

unable to exchange contact information.
A post is made by an individual that is trying to
bridge whatever gap there is between themselves
and the object of their desire. Although most
missed connections are associated with romance,
romantic interest is not indicative of all posts.

opposite page
To the cute guy who served me at the one stop shop just now, I couldn’t get
enough of your eyes and your swishiness and as I walked away delighted from
our flirtation I kicked myself that I hadn’t pounced...
above
Heathrow 21 July 2001 - w4m - 40 (Terminal 3 Air Canada Flight YOW-LHR)
I waited for you this July 21st just incase you were able to make it.
I have posted messages for you on missedconnections.com and Craig’slist
Ottawa so I hope you get one of them.
I am yours forever
Emma
x
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CHRISTOPHER DOWN

www.christopherdown.com
chris@christopherdown.com

Visions from Arcadia
Exploring the role of fiction as a tool to unlock and
confront the traumatic, I worked over the course
of a year with a group of servicemen as they
prepared for, became engaged in and subsequently
returned from a tour of duty. By depicting these
men alone, enveloped by a vision of Virgil’s
Arcadia, they seem to step outside of the theatre
of war and its potential trauma, into a fictional
32

refuge. Here they are free to surrender to nature
and contemplation. Yet, despite the perceived
Edenic tranquility there is a sense that something
is wrong, for there remains ingrained within this
landscape an echo from the histories of war.

opposite page
Visions
above
Man is a part of nature
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KRISTIANNE DRAKE
All The Small Things
“When will they invent a machine
to know who I am?”
Jaques Henri Lartigue
above
Untitled #4
opposite page
Untitled #1
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www.kristiannedrake.co.uk
kristiannedrake@hotmail.com
07752903699

As a wife, a woman, an obsessive and a mother,
the equilibrium of day-to-day living balances
precariously. All the small things in life shape who
we are and how we behave; the pegs holding the
clothes on the line physically become a metaphor
for the unseen, whilst playing out the behaviour
of the obsessive. The line becomes a stage for
portraits of one woman and her family.
35

ARASH FATEHI

www.erikarashfatehi.com
mail@erikarashfatehi.com

I think you think
You are your context, you are the other.
Your presentation of self is formed by and based
on your dealings with external references.
Through a visual exploration of expression given and given off, exposing the subjectivity of
representation, the work aims to engage in this
interactive duality within both you and that other.
36

above & opposite page
Stills from ‘I think you think’
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BEGOÑA FERNÁNDEZ MARTÍN
Es war einmal
Once upon a time, there was a project which
explored the dark side of the human psyche
through the language of fairy tales. It was not a
sugar-coated version of language, but instead a
transmission of the superstition behind the sinister
stories from the Middle Ages. Through the use of
photographs that subversive atmosphere will be
revealed.
38

www.begonamartin.com
begonafmartin@gmail.com
07518539929

above
The Grandmother
opposite page
Superstition
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RITA FEVEREIRO

fevereiro.rita@gmail.com

I Absurd You Obsess We Abstract
PIN: Used mainly for fastening, especially
temporarily. Whit. Secure. Transfix.
Place in a position of trusting dependence.
I Absurd You Obsess We Abstract was made in
collaboration with the artist Graeme Brudenell.
40

above clockwise
Pin 324
Graeme’s Show 1
Rita’s Show 1
oppsite page
Graeme 07
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JURAJ FIFIK

juraj.fifik@gmail.com

Postutopia

above
A Nest
opposite page
Early Summer Evening
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...Once upon a time there was place far, far east
from central London called Thamesmead where,
in the old days, a grand estate was build for all the
good people to live in.
The original development of Thamesmead South
was build by the Greater London Council (GLC)
between years 1968-74. A radical new idea was
used, inspired by the housing complexes in

Sweden, where it was believed lakes and canals
helped to lower levels of crime and vandalism,
predominantly amongst young people. This led
to the use of water in the estate as a calming
influence on the residents.
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MARIBEL GARCÍA

www.maribelgarciaph.com
mgp1770@yahoo.es

Don’t let the earth

above clockwise
Staring
Mountain near home
Torso
opposite page
Head down
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Whereas love speaks of eternity, when time
persists, the ageing of the flesh becomes apparent,
instilling fear. Time becomes a stalker that won’t
let up. And suddenly, your lover’s body hurts
more than your own. His wrinkles are more
terrifying than your own. After ten years with my
partner, the urgency suddenly hit me to examine
his skin, the timekeeper of his body like the bark

of a tree. I wanted to preserve his being from
oblivion. Recording his body was like returning
to my roots in an attempt to fight time, writing a
visual poem to safeguard the only piece of matter
where I belong from inevitably disappearing.
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JENNA E. GARRETT

www.jennaegarrett.com
jennae.garrett@gmail.com

You Won’t Live Here Anymore
This series is a physical exploration of the
uncertainty during the transitional stages of life,
the place of ‘not quite’, where nothing has been
fully achieved or can be fully realised.
The temporary is where the home must be made,
for however long we are able to make it.
46

The space in which we dwell is not our own.
Our days are numbered. The choice to
compromise or continue leaves us in a state
of constant transition. It is the place we
will be no more.
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JOHN GRIFFIN
Local History
Jurgen Habermas famously charted the
disintegration of the ‘public sphere’; civic spaces
where matters of society could be discussed
beyond state influence, as a result of mass
consumerism and the blurring of state with society.
Poor guy needs a pint! If only he knew the lower
classes had kept this forum alive for decades.
Now also under threat, these institutions,
48

www.scoocharts.com
john.scoocharts@yahoo.co.uk
07841696916

these extended families are the last gasps of
independent community where “every subject
with the competence to speak is allowed to
take part in discourse.”(J.Habermas). While
political will across the classes becomes equally
meaningless, the bond that these groups share
becomes the only tangible thing of value.

opposite page
Join truth with trust
above
Here’s Johnny!
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MARIA GRUZDEVA

mashagruzdeva@googlemail.com

The Borders of Russia
This is a documentary photographic study of the
Russian border, the longest national border in the
world, and the military community of the Border
Guard Service of Russia, tasked with the defence
and patrol of the Russian border.
The project has taken an approach of an
ethnographical journey, an investigation of the
political and cultural symbols we naturally or
50

artificially embed in the surrounding landscapes to
mark the territory with what relates to or signifies
our identity. This project is an examination into
the subject of what constitutes modern Russia’s
identity in its most disturbed areas, where these
symbols are most evident.

opposite page
Man in Mask(combatant of the Alpha group,
an elite Russian counter-terrorism unit,
that belongs to special-purpose forces
of the FSB)
above clockwise
Snowscape, Barneo camp, North Pole
Seascape, Black Sea, Novorossiysk,
Krasnodar Region
Painting, Border Guard Service of Russia base,
Liinakhamari ice-free harbour, Pechengsky
District, Murmansk Region
51

NAOMI ITAMI

www.naomiitami.com
naomi@naomiitami.com

Musical notations for repetition bracket
the earth science’s mathematical symbol
for porosity.

A rebus (Latin: ‘non verbis, sed rebus’: ‘not
by words, by things’) or a hieroglyph uses
pictures to represent words or meanings.
Alluding to a primordial, reciprocal and sensual
form of perception, rebuses are a precursor
to the development of the alphabet and the
contemporary world.
52

Soundtrack
Billy Cowie,composer
in collaboration with
Naomi Itami, soprano
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CHELSEA JACOBSEN

www.photobychelsea.com

Mid Afternoon, Mid August,
Texas 102°F
Mid Afternoon, Mid August, Texas 102°F is
an installation featuring two largescale video
projections and sound. The work aims to offer
a glimpse into the artist’s experience as an only
child during her summer holidays from school. As
reprieve from the blazing heat, she spends hours
indoors being as quiet as possible, so as not to
disturb her mother while she rests before going to
54

work overnight. The quiet, claustrophobic tension
of these days reaches palpable levels as the girl
moves through the house, accompanied by the din
of fans used to both cool the house and to provide
a white noise that helps her mother sleep.
opposite page and above
Stills from Mid Afternoon, Mid August, Texas 102°F
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WILL JENNINGS

www.willjennings.info
will@willjennings.info

Tumbling Blocks
As an intuitive response to the sudden death
of my mother last summer I walked down the
Suffolk coast, reconsidering the landscape of my
childhood through the eyes of an adult, mourner
and artist. Concrete cubes sporadically emerged
along the route, sole man-made interjections in a
landscape of permanent flux. As I walked through
fog they offered perspective, their staccato
56

rhythm implied passing time, their angular form
suggested a grid and attempted rationalisation of
chaotic, uncontrollable nature. I read the cubes as
monolithic stelae. Blank vessels into which I store
memories, emotions and idea - vessels as fallible as
both body and mind, also falling prey to the forces
of nature and time.
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SHIHO KITO

www.shihokito.com
shiho@shihokito.com

Walls (2010 - )
“Each is such an intense and various
concentration as the world has never known
before...as matchless as a snowflake.”
(James Agee, 1940)
One day, I left my home. Every single thing
became foreign to me.
One day, I had a fight with a friend. I realised we
58

were all totally different.
Through this project I started to observe how
unique we all could be. In a moment of picture
making, something very intense but fragile fell
upon us. That told me we were not here for long,
just passing through each other. Then I learnt it
was not only myself, but also every one of us who
was foreign to this world.

opposite page
Untitled (Dieu, Gujarat, 2011)
above
Alekh (in script)
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HYEJIN LEE

www.hyejinlee.co.kr
hyejinlee99@gmail.com

Ten lullabies:
Something has happened
“The process of autobiography equates with
looking in a mirror.”(J. Lacan)

above and opposite page
Balance
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This work explores the process of acceptance and
tolerance of the self as we change through life.
Such changes become obvious when we look at
ourselves in the mirror, a reflected image can
sometimes feel alien, not our reality.

This image is like a memory that comes back to
haunt us, yet as time goes on loses its keen edge.
The painful memories drive away sleep, like a
horrible lullaby.
Now, I want to use this work as my mother’s night
prayer, to create tomorrow’s peaceful memories.
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JACOPO MAINO

www.jacopomaino.com
info@jacopomaino.com

Once Upon a Time in Bermondsey
Once Upon a Time in Bermondsey explores the
concepts of obsession, passion and commitment.
It is a story about time – about past, present and
future, and how they merge in the collective
consciousness of a football club: Fisher FC.
Fisher FC is a London-based football club with
more than one hundred years of history.
The club was forced to leave its local area,
62

Bermondsey, after a series of events eventually
leading to bankruptcy in 2009. After that day, the
club is wholly owned and run by its supporters.
With their old home ground lying in ruins, the
supporters’ obsession is to rebuild the club from
the ashes, returning it to its former glory and to
the area where it belongs, Bermondsey.

opposite page
Surrey Docks Stadium Stands
from top
Fisher FC Training
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ANTONIO MARGUET
...Rocking Around The Squiggly Lines

opposite page
Extended dream
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By building these tableaux assemblages of
objects with the only intention that they become
photographs, Antonio’s pictures seem to ask the
question to what extent there is a need for the
image. Does the subject-object exist beyond the
surface? Is his work playing with the idea of what a
‘picture’ actually is in relationship to the object?
Inspired by notions of being confronted by a world

www.antoniomarguet.com
info@antoniomarguet.com
0790419673

of abundance and choices, ‘frictions’ between
materials and objects that operate on different
levels is a constant through his practice.
His narratives tackle and celebrate the absurd.
In his work, absurdity gets a density that below
the surface holds a profound realm of being.
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GEMMA MARMALADE

www.gemmamarmalade.com
gemma@gemmamarmalade.com

Strange Birds
In 1957, when conducting extra sensory
perception trials with animals, a team of leading
parapsychologists discovered that pigeons were
able to determine the sexuality of humans
through visual observation.
66
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MARCIO MASCARENHAS

www.marciomascarenhas.com
info@marciomascarenhas.com

The Bodies I Live In
Engaged in a network of disciplines and power
structures the body is an instrument that reflects
society. The Bodies I Live In is inspired by the
human form as a fragment of culture, where the
performance of gender, nationality and race takes
place, defining identities. In a dialogue between
portrait photography, contemporary dance and
sculpture, the work brings to the gallery the
68

opportunity to debate about the formation of the
subject through the interaction of the self with the
other, and how multiple selves inhabit the same
subject.

above
Untitled, 2011
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KATJA MAYER

www.katjamayer.com
info@katjamayer.com

In Silence, Swallowed
The forgotten corners and their scarred floors are
shrines to the invisible, a harbour for neglected
thoughts, concealed, though not discarded.
Up here, thin shafts of dusty light illuminate
the darkness. This darkness moves, grows, is
always night, swallowing all that is abandoned
to it. Consumed by black, nothing remains a
distinguishable object or subject. Ceasing to exist,
everything becomes a part of this darkness and
with that, a part of its secret.
70

above
In Silence, Swallowed #1
opposite page
In Silence, Swallowed #2
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HEATHER MILLER

www.heathermiller.co.uk
enquiries@heathermiller.co.uk

Les Petites Morts
(The Little Deaths)
Assembled under the title Les Petites Morts
(The Little Deaths) are a number of photographs
and an exhibits case. An idiom or metaphor for
orgasm, the term may also refer to the sense that
when something undesired happens to a person
and has affected them greatly, a part of them
might die. The forensic officer’s task is to gather
information, photograph, examine and retrieve
72

evidence. The ‘scene’ is a bed and a wall. Within
a restricted frame this body of work explores the
inability to process an event and forms a dossier of
evidence that knowingly contradicts itself whilst
plotting a secret geography of the unspoken.
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LEE MILNE

www.leemilne.com
info@leemilne.com

Leftovers From The Picnic

above from left
Useless Machines 1
Useless Machines 2
Useless Machines 3
opposite page
Terminus Olympia
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Leftovers From The Picnic is a selection of
images taken from interrelated projects that focus
on the changing nature of work and leisure. Using
my family’s experience combined with broader
historical references, I have been exploring the
decline of industry and manufacturing in Britain
as it becomes more reliant on the less productive
service industry.

Investigating the resulting effect on communities
and landscape has increased my ambiguous
feelings towards ‘heritage’ and regeneration
programmes. Interested in cycles of
transformation and drawn to the overlooked,
obsolete and discarded, my work contrasts
nostalgic, melancholic feelings for the past with
progressive, aspirational visions for the future.
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LES MONAGHAN

mo_lo@hotmail.co.uk
07817526178

From the Forest

above
Fireset
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My dad served in the RAF for 24 years. Despite
my consequent immersion in forces culture, its
hierarchy and traditions did not prompt me to
follow him as he had followed his dad.
This ‘refusal’ is at the heart of my work.
From the Forest combines fiction with
documentary. I worked with RAF pilots and
aircrew as they undertook survival training on

the North Yorkshire Moors. In an alternate reality
I might have found myself participating in this
process rather than observing. In this sense it as
an imaginary autobiography. In a wider sense these
recruits represent humankind’s apparent need to
control nature and eternally prepare for war.
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RICHARD MONJE

www.richardmonje.co.uk
richardmonje@yahoo.co.uk

IED Archive
IED Archive: Threat and reality amid media
overload. IED (Improvised Explosive Devise)
Archive is a collection of devices constructed using
imagery and information freely available to the
public internet user.
The proliferation of media information coupled
with an absence of certainty induces a fear reflex
in the viewer that is transposed onto inanimate
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objects. Inability to make rational risk assessment
and judge the form danger may take produces
emotionally laden reactions and breeds paranoia.
The collections may or may not pose a justified
threat. Improvisation blurs our ability to be certain.
Each IED is unique.
Each collection could be an IED… or just a
random collection of innocent objects.
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CLAUDIA MOZZILLO

www.claudiamozzillo.com
mozzillo@gmail.com

Siren Land
“Now the sirens have a still more fatal weapon
than their song, namely their silence. Someone
might have escaped from their singing; but
from their silence, certainly never.” (F.Kafka)
Siren Land is inspired by Kafka’s version that he
used in his own translation of the myth of Ulysses,
who escapes from the sirens.
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For Kafka, this episode is the perfect metaphor
to explore the idea of love at a distance; a deeply
evocative metaphor, because it talks about love for
my homeland Naples, and my family, through the
lenses of emotional distance. The aim of this work
is an attempt to exorcise this distance, visually and
emotionally, and sublimate it through the poetry
of images.
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LUKE PAJAK

luke@lukepajak.co.uk
07779104161

Unhomely Patrimony
Unhomely Patrimony is an introspective
exploration inspired by a fear of loss that emerged
in childhood during the disintegration of the family
home. This inherited state of perpetual transience
allows the city to evoke notions of metaphysical
homelessness. Certain ‘placeless’ spaces revive
a nostalgic homesickness; illuminate a totemic
internal image and compress the distance between
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past and present. Each photograph is thematically
related to an elliptical narrative which locates
memory fragments within the intertwined history
of three generations, each sheltering their own
fragile sense of home.
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NELLI PALOMÄKI

www.nellipalomaki.com
nelli@nellipalomaki.com

Sons of Nakhimov
Every portrait I have taken is a photograph of
me too. What I decide to see, or more likely,
how I confront the things that I see, inevitably
determines the final image. But more than that,
the intensity of the moment shared with the
subject, controls the portrait. As we stand there,
with our grave faces, breathing the same heavy air;
never so aware of each other’s details. One blind
and lost without seeing his own appearance, one
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desperately trying to reach the perfect moment.
What I desire to find and to reveal, might be
someone’s secret. The complexity of portraiture,
its greatest trap, eventually always lies on its
power relationships.
Nakhimov Naval Academy is located in St.
Petersburg, Russia. The school was named after
the famous Russian admiral Pavel Nakhimov.

opposite page
Sergey, 2011
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MARCO PEREIRA

www.marcopereira.co.uk
marco.pereira@btinternet.com

Street Rehearsal
Street Rehearsal explores the theatre of the
every day through a series of performance
based interventions in various public spaces in
London. I worked with a small group of actors,
photographing them as they performed a series
of rehearsed vignettes based on spontaneous
movements and gestures of passers by in the
street amongst people that were going about their
every day business.
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above
Rehearsal: 251, 301, 568 & 573
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EKATERINA PETROVA
Fragile Frame

above
Zuzana, motion
opposite page
Zuzana, portrait
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I embarked on this project with the hope of
exploring the dual nature of a ballerina. On one
hand we have the stereotypical and dominating
view, that of the ballerina representing amazing
grace and beauty, a symbol of femininity. On the
other hand, the aspect of ballet that is much less
considered and almost taken for granted is the
actual individual and the immense amount of

www.ekaterinavolt.com
ekaterina.petrova.photo@gmail.com
07717100392

dedication and strength that is needed in order to
succeed in this profession. The photographs are
therefore presented as diptychs, with the portraits
showing the ballerinas as vulnerable individuals
and the adjoining images conveying the fulfilment
of their commitment.
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VILMA PIMENOFF

www.vilmapimenoff.com
vilmapimenoff@gmail.com

Things that look like other things
I am interested in visual perception; in what
happens between seeing an object and
understanding what we see. Without being strictly
representational of anything, my pictures allow the
viewer to recognize something familiar in them.
How one responds to the image depends on the
mood and situation, as well as on psychological
predisposition. We may find ourselves instinctively
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pleased or repulsed, we may think of things we
love, or enjoy, or dislike; an image may induce
anxiety or pleasurable reverie. I am curious about
how an object can be seductive and repugnant at
the same time.
above
Untitled 1
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MINNA PÖLLÄNEN

www.minnapollanen.com
info@minnapollanen.com

Attempts
Made over the course of a year, on an undeveloped
0.75-hectare piece of family land, Attempts maps
out a survey into the notion of landownership.
Through collecting, containing and marking
different elements of the landscape the
project explores the various geographical and
topographical components found within the lot.
The apparently futile constructions depicted in
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the photographs aim to visualise and question the
often illogical commodification of nature and the
ownership of something that exists in a natural
state of flux.
Supported by the Finnish Cultural Foundation.

opposite page
Hilltop
above
Cones (spruce, pine)
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SZYMON PRUCIAK

www.pruciak.com
sheemeon@gmail.com

Where is the Emptiness?
“If I am nothing, then I am not nothing in the
sense of emptiness, but I am the creative nothing
(schoepferische Nichts), the nothing out of which I
myself as creator create everything” (Max Stirner)
Where is the Emptiness? is a materialisation of artist’s
desire to translate the meta-visual (or generally metacommunicable) concept of emptiness into a physical
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form. Adopting a range of strategies, that artists who
have worked with the concept have utilised over the
years, the artist is repeatedly trying over and over and
over again, understanding, that the journey could be
the goal itself...

opposite page
‘Where is the emptiness?’ no1 (video still)
from top
‘Where is the emptiness?’ no2 (video still)
‘Where is the emptiness?’ no3 (video still)
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HELA SHAMASH

www.helashamash.com
hela.shamash@gmail.com

Homo Animalis
Philosophical notions of ‘the animal’- a reductionist
term used in the singular to homogenise a variety
of beings that lack some human trait- ascribes a
negative notion of animality that serves to affirm
a binary division between human and non-human
animals.
This pejorative concept of animality underlies
the ideological framework that subjugates the
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moral status of animals, and is fundamental in
determining how they come to be regarded and
treated in contemporary culture.
Homo Animalis addresses the binary division
between human and non-human animals,
fragmenting and abstracting both human and
non-human animal bodies in order to explore what
arises when the distinction is blurred.
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TRENT STICKLAND

www.trentstickland.co.uk
trent.stickland@talk21.com

The Land of The Troll Bridge
and The Swamp
The Land of The Troll Bridge and The Swamp
investigates memories of a childhood space.
Memory and imagination meet in this semibiographical vision of a child’s mythological
world. These uncanny fragments resonate with
and engage us in the contemplation of our own
experiences of childhood.
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ELISAVET TAMOURIDOU

www.elizatamo.com
elisavet.et@gmail.com

State of Things,
A Pontic Greek Family Archive
The work is an ongoing project that studies the
dynamic of postmemory in relation to the ethnic
cleansing and forced uprooting that the Greeks
of the Black Sea were subjected to during the
formation of the Turkish nation state in the early
twentieth century. It documents a descendant’s
attempt to retrace her family’s lost history and
questions the borders between the family album
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and the archive. The work looks into the power
relations between knowledge, experience and
truth that produce an archive and its role in
forming identities and
national history.
opposite page
View of Amaseia, Amasya 2011
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RASMUS VASLI

www.vasli.no
rasmus@vasli.no

Relative values
“This project uses group portraiture to look at
additions to the family unit through marriage.
The relationships between the existing family
members and the newcomer are subtly played out
in the body language and facial expressions of the
sitters. The work points to a situation most people
have experienced, with all its potential tensions it
makes for an intriguing if slightly uncomfortable
view of family ties.”
John Duncan
Editor of Source Photographic Review
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above
Tim with Kjersti and Lars, 2011
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ANIA WAWRZKOWICZ

www.aniawawrzkowicz.com

Ambiguous Documents
In my work I depart from the object, from the
back and forth movement of looking, composing,
reflecting and recomposing.
I’m interested in taking an object as a starting
point, and putting the individual components
through a process of transformation, changing
an objects’ established definition and function.
This act draws attention to both an object and
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my gesture. The work emphasises physicality and
substance, trying to make sense of matter through
process. There is an attempt in my work to order
things, to pull them together or strip them down to
point of abstract, pure form and pattern.
My approach to photography is in equal measure
poetic and conceptual.
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JESSICA ZERBEL

www.jessicazerbel.com
jessica@jessicazerbel.com

Ties That Bind
Family ties can be enveloping and overwhelming,
loving, pleading, aggressive and passionate.
They can just as easily stifle as comfort. Through
responsibility, blood, shared experience, love and
obligation we are inextricably bound. Forever will
we be entangled in one another’s lives and beings.
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above
Ties That Bind II
opposite page
Ties That Bind I
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THE SPROXTON AWARD
FOR PHOTOGRAPHY
The Sproxton Award for Photography is
presented each year to the best student in the
MA Photography Final Show at the London
College of Communication (LCC), as judged
by a panel of photography professionals.
The winners receive £1000 to help kickstart
their careers in photography. The prize was
set up in memory of Andrew Sproxton who, in
1972, together with Val Williams, created the
Impressions Gallery of Photography in York,
one of the first specialist photography galleries
in the UK and Europe.
www.sproxtonphotographyaward.org

PHOTOFUSION AWARD
Photofusion is an independent photography
resource centre in Brixton. Continuing our
support of young and emerging photographers,
we are delighted to be presenting the
Photofusion Award to a photographer from the
MA Photography course at LCC.
The Award will be presented to a photographer
whom we feel has a fresh approach to the
medium, and whose work provokes and
challenges the viewer. The prize will be £200
of vouchers to spend on any of the facilities at
Photofusion. These include: digital bureau, film
processing, darkroom, studios, professional
development and training.
www.photofusion.org

WITH THANKS TO
Suky Best
Nicky Coutts
Edward Dimsdale
Mark Durden
Stuart Elbrow
Wendy Ennis
Chris Gerringer
David Hardiman
Wiebke Leister

Anthony Luvera
John McCarthy
Sophy Rickett
Daniel Salmon
Paul Tebbs
Borg Vogeler
Anne Williams
Carey Young
Carlo Zambon

LCC MA Photography is a leading fine art photography
programme renowned for producing some of the most
successful contemporary emerging photographers and
artists. The course is noted for the breadth and openness
of its experimental and research-based approach to practice,
and this year’s exhibition is no exception, with work ranging
from the still image in its various forms to video and
sculptural installations.
Graduates have won many awards including Sony World
Photography, Deutsche Bank Photography, Jerwood
Photography, Nikon Endframe, Magenta Foundation
Emerging Photographer, Pavilion Commissions, Arts Council
& Rhubarb-Rhubarb Bursaries and the Dazed/Converse
Emerging Artist of the Year, as well as being selected for
major exhibitions such as Bloomberg New Contemporaries,
Fresh Faced & Wild Eyed, Kay Saatchi’s Anticipation, the
Prix Pictet and ReGeneration2 at the Musee de l’Elysee at
Lausanne.
The final exhibition takes place in the architect designed
gallery spaces at London College of Communication.
WWW.LCC.ARTS.AC.UK/COURSES/COURSES-BY-LEVEL/MA-PHOTOGRAPHY

